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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

This  paper  explores  the  relevance  of Howard  Gardner’s  concept  of “Five  minds  for  the
future”  to  the  field  of  public  relations,  both  for practitioners  and  educators.  It extends  Gard-
ner’s concept  by  adding  a  futures  dimension  to generate  what  I term  “futures  intelligence”
that  I  argue  is now  necessary  for  the sustainability  of  the public  relations  field  itself  as  well
as of its  clients.  Futures  intelligence  is forward  thinking,  strategic,  positive  and  empathetic.
With  its emphasis  on  future  possibilities,  futures  intelligence  not  only  provides  practical
ability  to use  the  tools  by which  practitioners  can  plan and  adapt  for the long  term  but  does
this  by  taking  into  account  societies’  collective  needs  rather than those  of  self-serving  indi-
viduals.  The  paper  illustrates  a process  of  building  futures  intelligence  with  a description
of  innovative  teaching  to  post  graduate  public  relations  students  at a  university  in New
Zealand.

© 2015  Elsevier  Inc.  All  rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

Howard Gardner, famous for his seminal work that explores the range of “intelligences” that we humans may  possess,
went on to develop “Five Minds for the Future” (2009) with a view to encouraging us as students, teachers, practitioners
and citizens to cultivate the types of thinking and behaviour that he believes will enable humans to continue to thrive into
the future. His “five minds” are “disciplined”, “synthesizing”, “creating”, “respectful”, and “ethical” (Gardner, 2009) and are
seen as necessarily complementary, all to be acquired by each of us, rather than acquired separately. They are prescriptive in
that they are not reflective of current norms. Instead, they are put forward in recognition of their absence in today’s society
and their importance in our collective, not our individual, future. Further, they are based upon Gardner’s speculations about
the directions in which society is headed with the purpose of equipping us “to deal with what is expected, as well as what
cannot be anticipated”.

A key point that Gardner makes is that in an interconnected world we cannot continue to be individualistically narrow
in our work and living; we must think beyond our own  personal and institutional silos and re-embrace a more respectful,
ethical and inclusive lifestyle. The public relations field is certainly no exception, and indeed, at least through its claim to the
practice of issues and crisis management, it has an obligation to raise its awareness of future conditions and demands for
clients. In this paper, I relate Gardner’s “Five Minds for the Future” to the future of public relations in order to generate what
I call, with due respect to Gardner, “Futures Intelligence”. To do so, I first give an overview of the limited attention paid so far
to an open-minded look to the future for a public relations industry that it is not restricted by current norms, expectations
and biases. I then examine Gardner’s five minds from the perspectives of public relations practise and education, before
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bringing the two discussions together. By way of both illustration and advocacy for change, I also describe our conscious
development of futures intelligence through the teaching that we  engage in with our public relations students.

2. Public relations futures: an historical perspective

As early as 1980, Jay Mendell observed that public relations practitioners, with their “facility for applied psychology
and communications”, “have a unique opportunity – indeed, a responsibility – to try to discover what corporate planners,
market researchers, and management consultants have failed to discover: the way  to make an organisation responsive to
its changing environment” and noted that “today, organisations may  be ready to listen to practitioners who  can explain
that the world is more complex, changeable and uncertain than craft consciousness – the set of preconceptions with which
management is comfortable – admits” (Mendell, 1980, p. 15). Mendell’s comments were also cited by Turk (1986) when she
pointed out that public relations practitioners faced a choice between clinging to technical, functional skills or looking to the
future as strategic innovators – indeed, as futurists. Turk went further and claimed that public relations professionals were
already choosing the strategist/futurist option and that in doing so were “sweeping institutions into a forward-thinking
process” (p. 13). That either Turk’s claim holds true to any great extent, or that Mendell’s recommendation was taken up,
is not evident today, unless that strategic branch of public relations, following the European tradition, no longer operates
under that name, but instead is known, for example, as strategic communication, or communication management (Moreno,
Verhoeven, Tench, & Zerfass, 2009a, 2009b). Van Ruler and Vercic (2005) recommend the latter on the grounds that the use
of “communication” as in “communication management” allows divergence away from a focus on publics towards a greater
role in organisational strategy planning. Even so, as evidenced by Moreno et al. (2009a, 2009b), in practise communication
professionals continue to have a limited role in organisational planning and decision making.

Fiur (1984) similarly made an early call for a change of focus for the public relations industry to a much broader, strategic
and adaptable remit. His argument was that to remain in an essentially press agent role would not only ensure that public
relations never receives the status now accorded professions such as law and medicine, but that it would become redundant
in the face of accelerating change. His suggested mission statement for the public relations industry is worth citing for its
continued relevance today:

Public relations is the management function primarily responsible for shaping and implementing policies of mediation
amongst social, political, and economic interests capable of influencing the growth and/or survival of an organisation’s
basic franchise. To this end, the public relations function has responsibility also for identifying the forces and effects
of change in the organisation’s environment so as to anticipate potential new needs for mediation, and to inform all
other anticipatory activity within the organisation (p. 383).

At the core of this forward-looking statement is recognition of the need – even “responsibility” – for change for the
industry itself as its clients also face change and uncertainty and begin to accept that short term strategies that do not take
people and other forces of change into account cannot be sustainable into the long term.

These calls for a forward-looking public relations industry were made 30–35 years ago by a very small group of visionaries,
yet there is little evidence that they were listened to, let alone taken up. It is interesting, given the comparison with law and
medicine, that these fields also face serious credibility issues. However, medicine, in recognising fundamental problems in
the branch of academic medicine, for example, is actively seeking the best ways for adaptation into the future (Clark, 2005).

How can public relations take up a more strategic role and become essential to managers of change? Fiur (1984) and
Turk (1986) both suggested that a key role for a reimagined public relations field is anticipation of the future, and offered
four means by which that could be achieved: environmental assessment; issue analysis; scenario writing; and cross-impact
studies. In the thirty years since, public relations has certainly taken an interest in the first two. Issues analysis, however,
is primarily focused on protecting an organisation’s strategic plan (Heath, 1997) rather than a reimagination of what that
plan might be. Arguably, a parallel move into the area of stakeholder engagement by practitioners, most notably by Daniel J.
Edelman (2012) in their appointment of Alan VanderMolen, “a specialist in corporate communications, stakeholder relations,
and corporate social responsibility” as vice chairman (Edelman, 2012), serves to help fulfil both environmental assessment
and issue analysis. Scholars have long regarded stakeholder engagement as a core public relations function, with Grunig’s
(1992, 2001) excellence theory holding the dominant position for many years until more critical views pointed out the
manipulative potential of engagement (see, for example, Berger, 2005; Motion & Weaver, 2005; Roper, 2005), although the
fundamental need for engagement itself is not disputed.

At the same time, however, there continues to be a strong functional approach to the teaching of public relations students
in tertiary education, with scant attention to critical perspectives, especially in association with issues of social, economic and
environmental responsibility; politics – national and global; or indeed with any other such macro issues that are inexorably
shaping our futures. Downing, Mohammadi, & Sreberny-Mohammadi (1995) describe a critical approach as involving “posing
questions, including awkward and unpopular ones. . . not merely taking information for granted. . . but asking how and why
these things come to be.  . .”  (p. xx). Such questions should be central to strategic planning and so should serve public relations
ambitions to serve in that arena. Certainly, the call for a less functional and more social science based, critical approach that
includes “increased scepticism and contestation of what constitutes ‘truth”’ (Weigel, James, & Gardner, 2009, p. 6), an ability
to apply that to a synthesis of contextual information and to ask pertinent questions is heard broadly in relation to the
education sector but seems not to be taken up by public relations educators. If the commonly heard educators’ arguments
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